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appears to differ materially from the other two, but in 
fact it is quite likely to have resembled other offerings in 
function. 

THE HiSTORY OF 

CACHE ACTIVITY AT ALTUN HA 

AND LAMANAI 

The Prec\assic 

The earliest evidence at either site of what can surely be 
identified as offering activity occurs at Lamanai, but it 

includes no artifacts, and its context is somewhat ob
scure. The data are nevertheless significant because of 

their implications regarding evanescent offering activ
ity-events highly unlikely to be discernible in the ar
chaeological record except with the greatest of luck. In an 
apparent harbor near the north end of the site, a concentra

tion of com pollen far greater than normal for the site, with 
absolutely no indication of architectural or other cultural 
association, points to offering of whole young com plants 

tossed into the waters from a boat, raft, or platform. The 
radiocarbon date of 1500 B.c. from wood stratigraphically 
associated with the pollen may indicate complex offering 
activity very early in the Predassic, though not necessarily 

the deposition of caches as they are normally defined. 
Not until the Late Predassic, probably 400 B.c. or later, 

are there data from both sites on offerings in architec
tural context, which at this stage means structures that 

are communal and ceremonial in nature. Unfortunately, 
the source of Preclassic caches at A \tun Ha is a round 
platform (Pendergast1982a:186-89, fig. 98), which offers 
much less in the way of architectural definition than do 
buildings of other forms, though certain features iden

tify its front. At issue is the relationship of the cache to 
the primary axis of the structure-one of two factors 
critical to assessment of prescriptions and proscriptions 
that structured offering activity. Although the primary 
axis can only be loosely defined for the Altun Ha plat
form, it is fairly dear that in the Preclassic-in contrast 
with later times at the site-this structural lifeline did 

not serve as the determinant of cache location. Although 
the inclusion of jade objects had become a significant 
part of Altun Ha offering practice by about 45o-300 B.c., 

the stipulations regarding position that marked subse
quent events evidently were not yet in force. 

At Lamanai a northern suburb structure yielded a 

two-vessel cache with marine shells and obsidian that 

exemplifies the pattern of primary-axis placement, the 
typical occurrence of caches without surrounding crib

bing or other protection, and the use of pottery in caches 
that remained the rule at the site until at least Early Post

classic times. Elsewhere at the site during the Preclassic, 
ceramic caches occur both on and well away from the 
primary axis. In addition, some are accompanied by a 
feature common at Lamanai from Preclassic through 

Terminal Classic times: the empty pit, often on or very 
near the primary axis, with every indication that use as 

a cache container was either contemplated or actually 
carried out. Such pits, which we came to know as "Lama
nai Holes," were maddeningly common. The frequency 

of their occurrence suggests that they were not incor
rectly placed offering pits for which correction was sub
sequently made, a phenomenon that may be in evidence 

at Altun Ha (Pendergast 1990a:252). Pits of this charac
ter also occur without associated caches nearby; this 
observation, together with the occasional presence of a 
thin basal stratum of organic decay product or evidence 

of burning, suggests their use for offerings that were 
composed entirely of perishable objects, either artifacts 
or natural materials. 

Late in the Preclassic it is possible to discern in Struc
ture N10-43 the beginnings of a perdurable approach to 
offerings in major Central Precinct structures that sharply 
distinguishes Lamanai from Altun Ha. Although it is very 

risky to attempt to assess cache significance on the basis 
of contents, the Lamanai evidence suggests that logical 
determinants of cache placement were not operative in 
the community. Neither architectural size and complex

ity nor the degree of change wrought by modifications 
was necessarily reflected in primary-axis offerings of an 
appropriately sumptuous nature, or even in the presence 
of an offering in any form. 

Put simply, the approach to offerings in m~jor com
munal structures at Lamanai seems exceedingly parsi
monious when compared with that at Altun Ha. Witness 
the Late Predassic structure in the N9-56 sequence: Though 
it was obviously an undertaking of very considerable 
significance, and was embellished with highly important 
stairside outset masks, it boasted no offerings, as far as 

we could discover from our extensive excavations along 
the primary axis and deeply into the core of the platform. 
The first two major modifications to the primary struc
ture ofN10-43, also of Late Preclassic date, likewise ap
pear to have gone unaccompanied by cache deposition 
or other dedicatory activity. 

Only at the beginning of the third reconfiguration of 
Structure N10-43, which resulted in a new stair and sig
nificant changes in the main lower landing area, was 
work on the structure dedicated in proper fashion with 

an offering placed in a pit cut into the plaza floor at the 
base of the original stair. Situated on the primary axis, 
the cache was unquestionably a dedicatory effort in ad

vance of the new construction. Still, it scarcely raised the 
wealth level represented by its earlier counterpart. It did, 
however, commence a subtheme within the paltern of 

ceramics in Lamanai caches that persisted through much 
of the Classic: the use of paired dishes as lid and con

tainer for small objects of various sorts. 
Although the evidence that bears on Preclassic offer

tory practice is severely limited, it shows quite clearly 
that the focus in the early centuries ofLamanai's occupa
tion was on pottery vessels (fig. 6.t) as the principal, and 
often the only, element in caches. With the exception of a 

single jade bead and a jade bib-helmet figural pendant from 
N10-43 (fig. 6.2), no material imported from any great dis
tance seems to have played a part in cache assemblages. One 
could deduce from the evidence that Lamanai's trade con

nections were limited in the Preclassic, but the shaky foun
dation for such a deduction is readily apparent. It is equaUy 

likely that the seemingly parsimonious approach adopted 
for Preclassic offerings was simply a matter of preference, 
and in fact much of the later record appears to bear out this 

interpretation of the earliest cache data. 

The Classic 

During the opening years of the Classic, both sites saw a 
considerable amount of building renewal and probably 
some building starts. As in earlier times, and indeed 

throughout the history of Lamanai, there was clearly no 
hard and fast rule regarding placement of offerings along 
the primary axis of new construction, or in any other 
context. A building renewal might contain an offering 

ahhough its predecessor had none, and the presence of 
such an offering certainly did not dictate similar depo
sition in succeeding modifications. If we were to use Altun 
Haas the yardstick, we would judge that the builders of 
Lamanai disregarded far more than half the opportuni
ties for cache placement. Furthermore, if we were to adopt 
Altun Ha cache contents (fig. 6.3) as the standard-a 

serious error, beyond question-we would be forced to 
conclude that the inhabitants of Lamanai rarely if ever 
attained the lofty heights of cache wealth that were com

monplace among their coastal neighbors. 
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Fig. 6.t. Blackware cylindrical vessel container (height 
20.2 em), Lamanai Cache N10-43f6; 100 B.C.-A.D. 100. 

Fig. 6.2. Contents of Lamanai Cache N10-43l6. 
Height of jade bib-helmet pendant is 4·7 em. 

Fig. 6.3. Altun Ha Cache F-11I, probably c. A.D. 600. 
Pit diameter is 40 em. 
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Fig. 6.4. Lamanai Cache N9-53/J, c. A.D. soo--550 (?):left, with lid vessel in place; rigilt, with contents exposed. 
Diameter of lid vessel is 29.3 em. 

Lamaoai's Classic offerings resemble those of Altun Ha in 
one respect: they conformed to no pattern whatsoever, ex

cept during a brief period in the Middle Classic, and then 
probably only in two neighboring structures. The ab
sence of patterning in cache contents, combined with the 

seemingly erratic distribution of offerings, leads all too 
easily to the assessment of cache characteristics as a re
flection of the relative importance of various construc
tion efforts: A building modification with a cache must 

have been more important than one without, and a large 
offering must have reflected greater importance than a 
small one. In fact, we have no knowledge of the rationale 

that determined cache size, or of the basis for choice of 
one piece of construction as an offering site and rejection 
of another. The variety in both of these matters is so 

great that it might as easily be laid to caprice as to con
scious choice in ritual practice. Whether caprice or 
choice, however, there is no question that the determi
nants were adhered to with far greater frequency at AI tun 

Ha than at Lamanai. 
Examination of the full panoply of AI tun Ha's Classic 

offerings and the more limited but equally intriguing 
range at Lamanai would require at least an entire vol
ume. However, it is worth noting here that while the 

Classic period at Altun Ha shows evidence of single, 
highly varied offerings in association with structural 

modifications, the Classic at Lamanai was marked by a 

brief period of near uniformity in cache containers, 
among which was a group of five pairs in a single stair 

modification. In middle to late Early Classic times, 
Lamanai's builders introduced paired, unslipped, large 
round-side bowls as container and lid, which were un

questionably made specifically for cache use (fig. 6.4). It 
is curious in the extreme that the development of some 
standardization in containers was accompanied by one 
of only two deviations from the pattern of single struc

ture-associated caches encountered at the site. 
Multiple offerings also occurred in Structure N10-9, 

but in a form that differed in almost every respect from 
all other offerings at the site. In the core of the uj>per part 
of the stair, the builders placed two separate mosaic ob
jects, of which one, a large mask, survives nearly intact. 

Unfortunately, the other object, which was of smaller to
tal volume and was probably not a mask, consists largely 
of patternless fragments. 

Late Classic offerings at Lamanai were marked by de

parture from earlier patterns and also by greater opu
lence. Such offerings often retained paired vessels but 
replaced vessel contents either with groups of large cer

emonial flints (fig. 6.5) or with obsidian in quantities as 
large as 15.6 kg. For perhaps as much as two and a half 
centuries, offerings at Lamanai appear to have made as 

forceful a statement regarding the site's prominence as 

did those at Altun Ha, though with materials generally a 
bit further down the scale of ceremonial value than many 
from caches at Altun Ha. 

The Postclassic 

Near the artificial separation between the Late Classic 
and the Early Postclassic at Lamanai came a variety of 
dedicatory activity that, together with what may have 

been the largest single construction effort ever mounted 
at the site (Pendergast 1986a:231-32), bespeaks very con

siderable community vigor. The construction work was 
set in motion to the accompaniment of one of the larg

est offerings known at Lamanai, which involved massive 
amounts of burning as well as numerous specialized 

vessels (Pendergast 1981b:4). Slightly earlier, the deposi
tion of a much smaller but highly important offering of 
vessels and mercury beneath the marker disk of a small 
ball court (Pendergast 1982c) testified eloquently to 
Lamanai's socioeconomic strength in a time of chaos in 
many other southern Lowlands centers. 

The middle and later years of the Post classic, a time of 
reshaping and concentration of the community in the 
southern portion of the Central Precinct, were marked 

by a shift away from use of quantities of artifacts in dedi
catory offerings. The focus from the thirteenth century 

onward was, instead, frequently but not uniformly on 
single vessels (fig. 6.6) or other objects, which were de
posited both in units under construction and in or on 
ruined buildings. The change may have been partly a 
reflection of decreasing size of the Lamanai polity, but 
evidence of continuing internal and external economic 

vitality suggests that reduced cache size resulted from a 
shift in values rather than a decline in means. Part of this 
evidence consists of offering contents from the early and 

middle parts of the time span. 
From the thirteenth to the early fifteenth century, the 

inhabitants of Lamanai deposited some fairly opulent 

smash-and-scatter offerings on the surfaces of buildings 
either long abandoned or in their final days of use (Pen
dergast 1981a:44, 51). Here the prodigal disposal of high
value objects in termination rituals attained a level equal 
to that of earlier times, especially in the case of thirty or 

more locally made and imported Mayapan-related figu
rine censers spread over and around Structure N9-56 
(Pendergast 1981a:51, fig. 27). The contrast between such 

termination deposits and many of the dedicatory caches 
suggests that the importance of dedication offering had 
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Fig. 6.5. Lamanai Cache Nto-9/8, probably ninth 
century. Note vessel at left. 

Fig. 6.6. Vessel from Lamanai Cache N10-43/1. Vessel 
(diameter 19.0 em) was deposited with a single jade 
bead in coUapse debris at the base of the structure. 
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Fig. 6.7. Lamanai single-object offerings from imme
diate pre-Conquest and post-Conquest contexts. 
Height of left figure is 9.2 em. 

Fig. 6.8. Lamanai Cache N 11-411, one of several 
Contact Period representations of a mythical croco
dile, here with God N in its mouth, probably post-
1641. Length is 22.7 em . 

diminished by at least the Middle Postclassic. There is, 

however, no solid reason to assume that smaller amounts 

of material indicate reduced ritual importance of the activ

ity, or that the value of the objects offered was not entirely 

commensurate with the importance of the construction 

or other endeavors involved. The truth is that in this re

spect as in others, the Postdassic was a time of change 
that must be understood in its own terms rather than by 

comparison with earlier patterns (Pendergast 1990b). 

The Contact Period 

The Historic period was marked by the first significant 

disruption of offering practices whose fundamental prin

ciples had remained constant since the Preclassic. The 

disruption was occasioned by the intrusion of Europe

ans into the Maya world, which began in Belize about 

1544 (Graham eta!. 1989:1256). From the outset until the 

Spanish hold on Lamanai was permanently shaken loose 
in 1641 (L6pez de Cogolludo 1971:book n , chap. IJ), it 

appeared that Christian precepts had largely swept aside 

indigenous beliefs and practices. Superposition of the 

first Christian temple atop the ruins of a native one, 

however, was accompanied by deposition of one pre

Columbian-style offering (Pendergast 1991:343), and the 

persistence of related activity is documented by numer

ous references to idolatry in the ethnohistorical record. 

Lamanai served as a center for reduction of the sur

rounding territory and hence had a varied and only 

partly stable population. M a result it very probably ex
perienced more resistance to Christianity and recurrence 

of pre-Columbian practice than existed in some other 

Spanish-period communities. 
Part of the evidence that pre-Contact values and tech

niques remained generally powerful as part of a joint Maya/ 

Spanish accommodation (Graham eta!. 1989;1257; Pen· 

dergast 1993) consists of continuity in offering practice. 

Once freed of Spanish presence, the Maya reasserted 

earlier attitudes (figs. 6.7, 6.8), but in contexts that in 

some instances were determined at least in part by Chris

tian considerations (Graham et al. 1989:1257; Pendergast 

1991:346-347, 1993). The strongest expression of there
surgence of pre-Columbian practice in a partly syncretic 

form was the placement of a stela with accompanying 

substela cache in the ruined nave of the second church. 

The cache contents were of classes that would have been 

chosen before European contact, but the sacred space in 

which the activity took place was now defined by Chris

tian belief. 

Similar conjoining of Christian sacred space and pre

Columbian cache practice is reflected in at least three of 

the other six caches placed within the nave and at the 

face of the masonry chancel of the church. The remain

ing three offerings comprised o ne group of miniature 

animal figurines and two ceramic mythical crocodilian 

creatures, surely a restatement of the crocodile associa

tion reflected in the name of the community (Pendergast 

19813:31-32). The dose resemblance of the figurines to 

ones deposited elsewhere in the community more than 

a century earlier is direct physical evidence of the main

tenance of the pre-Columbian tradition alongside Chris

tian belief. 

In contrast with the profusion of ch urch offerings, 

axial and other caches are nearly absent in what is very 

likely to be either a Spanish-period or a post-1641 settle

ment zone at the south end of the site (Pendergast 

1985:2). The scarcity of offerings may indicate dimin
ished concern with dedicatory matters in residential 

context, but it is equally likely that it reflects an overall 

reduction in resources or the closing off of trade in some 

classes of material. Full consideration of such complex 

issues goes well beyond the bounds of the present discus

sion. There is no question, however, that offering prac

tice in the Historic period bespeaks a Maya dedicatory 

tradition that was durable enough to withstand and ac

commodate the onslaughts of a new belief system, and to 

survive into the post-European period with most or all 

of its essential elements intact. 

CACHE PLACEMENT AND CACH E MEANING 

The data from Altun Ha and Lamanai dearly present a 

solidly documented opportunity to move beyond de

scription to a characterization of the modal aspects of 

dedicatory activity at the two sites. Although neither 

center is fully representative of southern Maya Lowlands 

p rehistory- and indeed in the Maya context it would be 

foolish to seek a holotype-1 suggest that the general 
statements that follow are very likely to be widely appli

cable in the Maya world. 

The Role of the Primary Axis 

It is abundantly clear from the record at both sites that 

the primary axis was the principal determinant of cache 

position in communally built structures. Evidence sug

gests that the Maya established this vital structure lifeline 
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by visual identification rather than precise measurement. 

As a result, offering position might deviate slightly from 

a true measured axis, and the deviation was likely to be 
greater in upper portions of a structure than at the base, 

presumably because those depositing an offering there 

found fewer visual keys to axis position. 

One of the aims in placement of a cache on the pri

mary axis can surely be understood as support for or 

enhancement of the function of the axis itself, which 

appears to have been dual. The primary axis was, first, an 

identifier of the structure, distinctive of that building 

and maintained as an entity that, though invisible, was 

perceptible as physically separate from the axes of any 

facing structures. This concern accounts for the offset

ting of facing buildings in the otherwise symmetr ical 

configurations that usuaUy border plazas and other plat

form surface areas. In its relationship to the axis as struc

tural identifier, a cache can be seen as purely dedicatory, 
especially if it lies beneath or at a low level within new 

construction. It is readily apparent that continuing focus 

on the primary axis should have led to rededication with 

every significant remodeling of the structure, but the 

histories of both Altun Ha and Lamanai show that this 

seemingly logical approach did not obtain in either com

munity. The actual significance of a given construction 

effort, as opposed to the archaeologist's assessment of it, 

may be at issue here. Significance was surely a ceremonial 

matter for the Maya, while our judgment is with rare excep

tions rooted in engineering and traffic-flow concerns be
cause there are no readable dues to ceremonial impact. 

The second aspect of the primary axis is its function as 

the main avenue of communication with a deity. in this 

respect, the midline is very likely to have been under

stood as extending not only beyond the foot of the stair 

and across the pla7.a but also beyond the summit into the 

heavens, presumably for an unimaginable distance in both 

directions. Although this would appear to have offered 

the opportunity for axial caches well beyond the limits of 

a structure-in one direction, at least-the evidence 

indicates that the building was perceived as the proper 
vessel for all axial offerings. The power of the axis was no 

doubt understood to be self-generating, but it was surely 

reified by the presence of o ne or more offerings alo ng the 

vital line. A basal or preconstruction cache might well 

have served both to dedicate the structure and to amplify 

the axial communication system; caches at higher points 

in the building seem more likely to have been focused on 

the latter function. 
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catm')'puflltN 1n this oome~ot wasgrner.illr ~nular to tkat 
incommu.nalMruclures. h uoftcuttut, h~-r.tb.ttd..:ili
GitotY X1h•IC\" in n~-ntW ~Nclun'S had mm\: I)( a tnp

pif~:Otf qu;~iiry than U. uao&rd for ~bl1c lilnt<.'1Ur~ 
DumtStk nft~:ri~ fi'(<]UC'n tl} ~\'tJr imm.:di.1tcly tx.,~.~th 
rnnm Jtoor' r~ w.dh. r<~. tiv.r th:tn :ll S(a ir haS(~ or elsewk 'fe 

li' tht." platform am:. l'hi.s ~~stl~"'l:a: that tht' Jniiiw lan of 
dom~ic t\.W I offerin~ m<~y haw- diJ.Tcm.l fmm lhV61e at a 
nmummity k\'ci. a C(W'Idu.siVII thilt is ~n'tl}' ~urprising. 

Sub~idi~ry Axes 

Jn l:lnth puhlit: and dumestic etmtc..\", tht:n· ~rc also o (

ferin~~ that are ~'":lY Crum the prim.;.ry ni~. Ca4.'h~t~ nf 
t.his d an ml\y !~U Qn apparent trAUS\'Cr:.<.'<l ~, whio:h:uf: 

usul!Uy mnrc ca~ilf identific:<l in commuu.al t t.an in rc-si
dmtilll structurt:~. The ha.•is for idcntifia.lion in ~ili~~o.·r 
settine; is often a mttUer (If ex-dtL~ioa: 1ft~ off~1:lng is nul 

assnciatci.l with a ft·~lure of the r&illt'cedent or the nf'w 

construction, "''e may ahume a link "'·ith '"" nlh..'t'"'' jSf' 
unideJ,tifi:tbk subsidiary line. Vtrtical loc.ation may in
dic.otlt' wi'lethcrdedlcati<'on IJI' • mplificatiun ,~~o~os the pri
mar)' moti'\"1: o( the: Ci\che,hul unfonunatdy. there is !>1.ill 
..-.nmidt-rabh: mom for specub lfon. 

f-et~ture linked Caches 

·n~ final sub..-.uepny uf l.<k'ht, in bulb re.sidenLW and 
cummamll)'l'OOI~" cunt~~r~olfninpcltarly rd.tttd 

tu an an:hit«tur.J (Qture and ' herefnrr nollinbd tn a.tl)o' 

:W.:. uf tl~ lrtnadure. ThnUft}l W more likdy to oc: .. -ur in 
e htc n .. "ild'.n.:n :md In cnmmunaJ structures. featuu:

hnL:I.'d ~·hes art' :Us.o fo..•nd in k"SS dahor:~tc dornn tic 

t'llll ldiJ~!.i. Jn oil tnJOtanO.'f thf: purpuse ofrhe c..cl~· is vrry· 
Ji.kri)· tu have l;leen n•c:OinitK!n Hf the- importana> of the 
fe<~ot\lfl.' m whlc.h it is linkt.."tl . In cnmm un tll huiklings rhf' 

itn,)(Hf.:anu: ..... ,\, ~urtly <:t'tt."'lOni.~l, while in re~itk:m-.es it 

m ;1v ha,-c lx.·~·11 est.-l'>ll ~ht:d cith~ hy ccrc.ruony m b~- 54.'0 -

tit~m. It is V\'IY pt<'lhahly ~i3nitit:ant th• l in c.a.~c~ wh(•u• 
nu (.'.:ttJnoni..U • it>tCt UT'1 be diS(f!rncd in tht featute 

hnnote<t, c11ch,·:a: CCIUtai, gro.:<~ t nridic.~ \l( low. value 
oh jcds-jmt whill one mig~t cx.p ~t:t in a purdy house· 

ho ld cmte~l\onr wi1h t.1ut tie., to ~ ddiy. 

:\-fon umCilt-assncialt·d O,chn 

MomntK"Ilt -.a~MK"iatcd ucboi Oil Latnanai may \1.-e{) ha'I'C 
hild bnth the functions aso.;rihtd to prun."lr v•ulS c.uh~ 
in ootllmunal stro ... -turci. Uncerlllinly C"q;arditlg thl\ 

poinl arises fTnm our limited l::tl~-lt"dgr of rhe inlt'ndb..t 
functioos of the mo numents thtnlKin-s.lf they ~''ftt 
3et:n ~h-as s-tatm~eot.s on th.: part of rulcr\..associal~:tl 
.:.arb~;:n~ n1rul •il;-ety lo h<n"f' had ;t purely t.k-divttnr} 

intent. Jf,(ln tltt other hantl. cittwr tlK: powtT nf d 'tt ruler 
m tht· ( )1)';\'ef of :ttkity to ,.,·hum the ruler " -as Hnk;.'Cl ~ 

r~dt'd in the monu n lent, rhm something of the amrll· 
fk.ltiQn pur~ may also ha'~ hoi."t'tl stt\'f'd b)· a cache. 

The Aim.~ of D e<licatot"y t\J:Iivit)' 

With \'<!JY timi tnl t'JCfeptiom, <~II th.t hopes :J,Od inlcn 
t i{)n.' thatl h<I-Y<" thm b r sttggc!;lt'11 as emhodiOO within 
.-.adle'l'H'ro.: fon1sed nn the !ll <linU:n:tU~:e etf the future. A 

f(.·w. ~o t,... ~urt·, loo k:ed hackwarcl ~ tt,c.:.u~ing un ~tl'll'!t

m;:m(1f <l struttur~ ;aOOut to be cC'nteakd bent.ath a new 
huilJing, but f'Yt:n w tht oHt>rinl!, lll<'Y haw lxen making 
a nakm:..·nt .'ll)out the s.tlucturc tu OOilH~. Of!ctillg~ th~tl 
i<ly Qn a p rimary a xi~ mtU!lt~ined (Wee m.-1ny n.'<.,mlip;ma · 
tiom of a huild.l!lg mrd~· l!lsO ernhr:Kcd :t c~nMCKJu,Jle&.t 

of thl' p<u:t, hut Lhcit· main fut' uS '~"~ for\<lo'<ll'\.1 rather lh~11 
h:ui.w~N. To cmurc the ~llct'I!'S.S, and pcrh:1p1 4!\'C.'n 1111~ 
durability, of .a huikli.ug ih~fht· :ln il.llllmpri<lrt otTc:rin~ 
"~<>'ithin iu t'Ore wa~ to rdinqni~h we<~lth in an d 'for11n 
cnsur<" tht· ycafi i!.head. ·togi .. ~ phyt.:iad t-xprtssimtlo the 
pipcline hctwccn h 11m aru: .illlld rfuir guds t'ly placing of
fcrin~U alnng that line was lO expreg buth the ~-...J. 10 
h:.~ ~deity'~ cacand the hope \hal 'h-h:tt the: detry hc;ud 

"mild be continually '"~.\.tinK-
Jn an !!;Uch endc:n on: tllert W1'i a \"Cf}' large measure oi 

r«iprocilr.('irbcr actual or .anticipalOO. All the gods ha.d 
&f\'tfl. so o(f,-rings in tht-ir temple;. and in wld£TM.'t$ f.>l''t 
001.-t:to thmt; :u it .,... ... , hop..1.1 the gxk \0/QuJd .:ontinuc 10' 

gi~:.so the offcri~ l'>Tillkl hdl) to mnvcrt OOpe intu rc~l
it~. lnwbare\nfucmandwhatl'vt'1'CMit'.xl,~r~~ W\n·fOt 
the ."!aya a phys.K'3} fl'ltd miOf !ll.ln'if\S off \ho,;: ~tnt uf lh\: 

great M.OI:lty Pyt:hnn-es,qu e f<>ot lhilt could oblilet'IUC the: 
bt~t ufh1.1111<1n efforts in one fiJ);I,L ilwful iNlanl. 
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